
MIS CHAPTER 2 COMPETING WITH INFORMATION

chapter competing with information technology fundamentals of strategic advantage is plays strategic role involves using
information technology to develop.

Explain how knowledge management systems can help a business gain strategic advantage. No single
company can match what the VC can achieve. Resources of the business partners can be put to use more
profitably. Term Raise Barriers to Entry Definition By making investments in information technology to
improve its operations and promote innovation, which would discourage or delay other companies from
entering a market. Presentation on theme: "Chapter 2: Competing with Information Technology
-Objectives"â€” Presentation transcript: 1 Chapter 2: Competing with Information Technology -Objectives
Identify basic competitive strategies and explain how IT may be used to gain competitive advantage. The
company must confront five competitive forces. Cross Talk is now available at its new website in either an
online digital flipbook format or PDF versionâ€”CrossTalk is now completely electronic. Customer Value
Customer value has become a driving force in the world economy. It seems that Southwest Airlines provides a
personal assistant to Alliances: Working with business partners. An agile company can offer customized
production, product variety, bring products to market rapidly and cost effectively. Term BPR Definition
Restructuring and transforming a business process by a fundamental rethinking and redesign to achieve
dramatic improvements in cost, quality, speed, and so on. Includes managing project and enterprise document
libraries, discussion databases, intranet Web site databases, and other types of knowledge bases. Inbound
logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, and customer service. Alliance Strategies 6.
Term Competitive Strategies Definition A firm can develop cost leadership, product differentiation, and
business innovation strategies to confront its competitive forces. Dials the restaurant. It is difficult to identify
the boundaries of a VC. Ex: Amazon. Growth strategies: Managing regional and global business expansion.
Penny uses an information system which allows its male customers to select fabric, cut and size at J. With a
decrease in funding, this organization had to develop ways to reduce costs, deliver its services to its
subscribers, grow its subscriber base, demonstrate its value above other on-line content providers, and justify
why it should not be eliminated. Term Virtual Company Definition A form of organization that uses
telecommunications networks and other information technologies to link the people, assets, and ideas of a
variety of business partners, no matter where they may be, to exploit a business opportunity. This is also
CrossTalk's first step towards reaching new reader devices and enhancing the suitability of the journal for our
increasing electronic readership. This change reduces their carbon footprint and allows them to bring the
journal to their readers in their preferred and most convenient format. Term Switching Costs Definition The
costs in time, money, effort, and inconvenience that it would take a customer or supplier to switch its business
to a firm's competitors. Identify strategic uses of information technology. Support activities include
procurement of resources, technology development, human resources management, and administrative
coordination. Ex: Drugstore. Differentiation strategy: Distinguish the products and services from those of its
competitors. Term Leverage Investment in IT Definition Investing in information technology enables a firm to
build strategic IT capabilities so they can take advantage of opportunities when they arise developing products
and services that would not be possible without a strong IT capability. Send the orders Virtual company
Tele-marketing company takes the orders Denver, CO and transmits the order data to computers at the
warehouses 23 Building a Knowledge-creating company Knowledge management enable companies to learn
faster than their competitors giving them a sustainable competitive advantage. New businesses: Global
competition, sophisticated customers, customized production.


